APPENDIX A

The examples that follow relate to N.J.A.C. 5:34-8.3, which identifies practices that should be used in instances where the initial estimates of goods or services needed during the current contract year were anticipated to be less than the bid threshold, or had been exempt from public bidding, but are later found to be incorrect. The rule sets forth practices to follow in determining if the remaining amount should be publicly bid, or if quotations should be solicited. The following situations repeat each rule and provide an interpretative model.

In the following situations, the remaining amount (as previously defined) means: the value of similar goods and services that are needed for the remainder of the current contract year, plus the value of similar goods and services needed in the subsequent contract year.

SITUATION 1

N.J.A.C. 5:34-8.3(c): If the remaining amount exceeds the bid threshold, public bidding should take place as soon as possible.

Example: Assume that a contracting unit has a bid threshold of $21,000 and is on a calendar year budget cycle. To date they have purchased $15,000 worth of chain link fence through solicitation of quotations. In December, the Recreation Director advises the purchasing agent that one field and a parking area were excluded from the initial solicitation and that an additional $10,000 worth of chain link fence needs to be purchased for the remainder of the year. The Recreation Director further advises that an additional $23,000 worth of chain link fence is required for anticipated projects in the next year.

Solution: The purchasing agent or contracting agent would have to immediately initiate public bidding procedures to procure the remaining chain link fence, because the additional need this year, plus the need next year, exceeds the bid threshold.

SITUATION 2

N.J.A.C. 5:34-8.3(d): If the remaining amount is between 15 percent and 100 percent of the contracting unit's bid threshold, and the contracting unit has previously designated an elected official to determine whether public bidding or the solicitation of quotations is most advantageous to the contracting unit, then the purchasing agent or contracting agent may seek authorization from the governing body or its designee to solicit quotations or publicly bid the remaining amount.
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Example: The following example relates to situations where similar goods or services will not be required in the subsequent contract year, and the contracting agent or purchasing agent has the option to either publicly bid the remaining amount, or seek authorization from the governing body or its designee to solicit quotations.

Assume that a contracting unit has a bid threshold of $21,000 and is on a calendar year budget cycle. To date they have purchased $15,000 worth of chain link fence through solicitation of quotations. In December, the Recreation Director informs the purchasing agent or contracting agent that one field was excluded from the initial solicitation, resulting in an additional current year purchase of $10,000. The Recreation Director further advises that no purchases of chain link fence are required for the subsequent year.

Solution: The purchasing agent or contracting agent may seek authorization from the governing body or its designee to solicit quotations or publicly bid the remaining amount because it is between 15 percent and 100 percent of the contracting unit's bid threshold.

SITUATION 3

N.J.A.C. 5:34-8.3(d): If the remaining amount is between 15 percent and 100 percent of the contracting unit's bid threshold, and the contracting unit has previously designated an elected official to determine whether public bidding or the solicitation of quotations is most advantageous to the contracting unit, then the purchasing agent or contracting agent may seek authorization from the governing body or its designee to solicit quotations or publicly bid the remaining amount.

Example: The following example relates to situations where the remaining amount equals the value of similar goods or services to be purchased for the current contract year plus the value of similar goods or services for the subsequent contract year and is equal to between 15 percent and 100 percent of the contracting unit's bid threshold.

Assume that a contracting unit has a bid threshold of $21,000 and is on a calendar year budget. To date, they have purchased $15,000 worth of chain link fence through solicitation of quotations. In December, the Recreation Director informs the purchasing agent or contracting agent that one field was excluded from the initial solicitation resulting in an additional need for $5,000 worth of chain link fence for the remainder of the current contract year. The Recreation Director advises further that $10,000 worth of additional chain link fence needs to be purchased during the subsequent year. The additional $15,000 of new chain link fence ($5,000 for the remainder of the current contract year, and $10,000 for the subsequent contract year) is less than the bid threshold of $21,000.

Solution: Since the remaining amount is between 15 percent and 100 percent of the contracting unit's bid threshold, the purchasing agent or contracting agent may seek
authorization from the governing body or its designee to solicit quotations or publicly bid the remaining amount.

SITUATION 4

N.J.A.C. 5:34-8.3(e): If the remaining amount is less than 15 percent of the contracting unit's bid threshold, the contracting agent or purchasing agent is authorized to solicit quotations for the purchase of the remaining amount.

Example: Assume that a contracting unit has a bid threshold of $21,000 and is on a calendar year budget cycle. To date they have purchased $19,000 worth of chain link fence through solicitation of quotations. In December, the Recreation Director informs the purchasing agent or contracting agent that the engineer miscalculated the area, and that an additional 40 linear feet of chain link fence needs to be purchased. The cost for the additional chain link fence is $2,600.

Solution: The purchasing agent or contracting agent would be able to solicit quotations for the remaining chain link fence, because $2,600 (the remaining amount of goods to be purchased) is less than 15 percent of the contracting unit's bid threshold.